
Assignment B2
Advising Clients

QC DESIGN SCHOOL

This assignment will test your ability to advise clients on AIP renovations to their home. You can refer to the text 

“Designing for AIP.” 

Each question outlines a brief sample scenario. Structure your answers as if you were responding directly to the clients. 

1. Jamie and Ruby are both in their late 50s and want to update their home for AIP. They currently don’t have any 

medical conditions and want to complete their home modifications in stages. They live in a three-story single-family 

home with small front and back yards. 

b. Without knowing any other details of their living situation, outline three modifications you would suggest for 

these clients and briefly explain how the modifications can help them age in place.

2. Janice is 70 years old and lives alone in a medium-sized city. You’ve worked with Janice to create a design plan for her 

home, taking into account her osteoporosis and gradual hearing loss. You also want to suggest some nearby services 

that could help her remain independent as she ages.

a. Are Jamie and Ruby proactive clients, urgent needs clients, or progressive needs clients? Briefly explain.



a. Is Janice a proactive client, an urgent needs client, or a progressive needs client? Briefly explain.

b. List three types of support services you could suggest to Janice and briefly explain how these support 

services could help her age in place.

3. Bob recently moved into a basement suite in the home of his oldest son, Greg, and daughter-in-law, Yvonne. Bob has 

mild dementia and frequently forgets to do small tasks, such as locking the door. Bob still wants to be independent 

and Greg and Yvonne want to make their home safer for Bob, especially when they are away at work during the day.

a. Is Bob a proactive client, an urgent needs client, or a progressive needs client? Briefly explain.

b. List three modifications you could suggest to make the home safe and functional for Bob.



4. Lyle and Lorna are in their early 60s and live on a rural property just outside a small city. Lorna was recently diagnosed 

with an irreversible vision impairment that will worsen with age. The couple want to prepare their home for the 

condition.

a. Are Lyle and Lorna progressive clients, urgent needs clients, or progressive needs clients? Briefly explain.

b. List three major areas you would focus on in your design plan.

5. Peter is 55, lives alone and is undergoing double knee replacement surgery next month. He will be unable to put any 

pressure on his knees for five months and will be unable to climb stairs for an additional three months. He wants to 

modify parts of his three-story home in preparation for his rehabilitation but doesn’t have a large budget.

a. Is Peter a proactive client, an urgent needs client, or a progressive needs client? Briefly explain.

b. List three modifications that you could suggest for this client, keeping in mind the limited budget and time.
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